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Abstract
Drawing on longitudinal qualitative research in Brazil involving participant observation and narrative interviewswith young
homeless persons, and semi-structured interviews with middle class residents, local businesses, and patrolling police of-
ficers, three overlapping yet contradictory dimensions of inclusion and exclusion are developed. First the hegemonic ex-
clusionary discourse that tends to produce stigmatizing labels on poor people in general, and boys and young men on
the street in particular, is mapped out. Second, socio-spatial exclusionary mechanisms involving architectural measures,
surveillance cameras and violent policing, guarding the neighbourhood from stigmatised ‘others’ are examined. Third,
the less recognised but equally important inclusionary mechanisms, facilitating street life and enabling a sense of belong-
ing among young homeless people are explored. A simplistic and unidimensional conceptualisation of social exclusion is
critiqued while demonstrating the multifaceted, intertwined, and contradictory character of homeless people’s social re-
lationships with middle class residents, businesses, and police. Furthermore, the exclusion/inclusion dualism that is vivid
in the existing literature is questioned. It is suggested that a nuanced picture is vital to increasing our understanding of
the everyday lives of homeless populations and that further investigation and theorization of their exclusion as well as
inclusion is needed.
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1. Introduction
Homeless populations, particularly in the global North,
have increasingly been studied and theorised through
the lens of social exclusion (e.g. Horsell, 2006; Pleace,
1998; Somerville, 1998), focusing on structural exclu-
sionary mechanisms such as unequal material distribu-
tion and discriminatory job and housing markets. Within
the burgeoning literature, street dwellers are also de-
scribed in terms of socio-spatial exclusion, demonstrat-
ing how they are perceived as ‘unwelcome elements’ in
metropolitan areas in all corners of the world (e.g. Bea-
zley, 2003; Caldeira, 2000; Scheper-Hughes, 2005; Swan-
son, 2007; Young, 2003). The mapping of exclusionary
processes is of vital importance to unravel the dynamic
as well as relational character of social exclusion of vul-
nerable populations. However, the unilateral focus on ex-
clusion has rendered us incapable of recognising parallel
processes of social inclusion (Cameron, 2006). In order to
grasp the complexity of social exclusion, it is important
to look for experiences of social inclusion among people
who appear to be marginalized (Fangen, 2010), bearing
in mind that the distinction between inclusion and exclu-
sion is not sharp-cut but ambiguous (Samers, 1998).
This article is inspired by Parr’s (2000) claim that
ethnographic research can disrupt understandings of
‘others’ as homogenous individuals who are straight-
forwardly excluded from ‘the mainstream’ and moved
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into marginal spaces. Furthermore, it supports Hall’s
(2005) conceptualisation of social inclusion and exclu-
sion as not absolute positions, but rather as relational
and entangled in particular ways and in particular con-
texts. I explore the social relations between young street
dwellers and middle class residents, businesses, and po-
lice in one specific neighbourhood in urban Brazil with
the aim to: (1) examine the hegemonic exclusionary dis-
courses that ‘other’ poor people in general and boys and
youngmen on the street in particular; (2) map out exclu-
sionary mechanisms that guard the socio-spatial bound-
aries of an elite neighbourhood; and (3) explore less
known but equally important inclusionary mechanisms,
facilitating street life and enabling a sense of belong-
ing among the young homeless. Drawing on longitudi-
nal, ethnographic research among boys and young men
on the street, I document patterns of prejudice across
both inclusionary and exclusionary practices. Each of the
above objectives is pursued consecutively following the
sections on literature review on street youth and urban
space, the socio-historical contextualisation of home-
lessness in Brazil, and the study’smethodology, towhich
I now turn.
2. The Street as Site for Empowerment and Exclusion
The geographical order of urban space is imposedmainly
from ‘above’ by the adult dominant class, police, politi-
cians, and city planners. Yet, young people establish par-
allel modes of belonging to the streets (Holloway &
Hubbard, 2001; Young, 2003). The street allows youth
to contest social conventions and assert independence
(Matthews, Limb, & Taylor, 2000), and for many poor
boys and young men from the deprived favelas in Brazil,
the street is a site of agency and empowerment (Gough
& Franch, 2005). A growing body of research shows
how young homeless populations often use ‘tactics’ of
spatial resistance (De Certeau, 1984), encroaching upon
the space of the dominating power in a language of
protest, defiance, and refusal (Naterer & Godina, 2011;
Ruddick, 1998; Scheper-Hughes&Hoffman, 1998; Young,
2003). Street youth appropriate public (as well as pri-
vate) space opportunistically, using marginal spaces at
marginal times (Ruddick, 1998), including spaces nor-
mally perceived as impossible, impractical, or impure
by mainstream society (Young, 2003). However, studies
also reveal their ambiguous position as socially marginal-
ized yet partly accepted and incorporated in particular
socio-spatial settings involving leisure or livelihood activ-
ities (Moyer, 2004; Naterer & Godina, 2011; Ursin, 2011,
2012; Ursin & Abebe, 2016; Young, 2003).
Young men on the street have been seen as dis-
orderly and deviant by authorities throughout history
(Pearson in Robinson, 2009), and are commonlymetwith
‘moral panic’ (Matthews et al., 2000). In the context of
urban Brazil, poor young men are being scapegoated for
criminal activity (Caldeira, 2000; Soares, Bill, & Athayde,
2005). The most controversial category of young people
who occupy public space is the category of ‘street youth’,
who are positioned as an abject and dangerous under-
class that poses a serious threat to the social fabric. They
are commonly ignored as rights-bearing citizens in terms
of public policy (Scheper-Hughes, 2005) and instead re-
ferred to in terms of culpability: ‘They’ cause problems
for ordinary citizens, scare away tourists, and make the
streets unsafe (Gaetz, 2004). Moreover, they are often
described in negative and stereotypical ways in the me-
dia, public opinion, and policymaking, labelled as threat-
ening as opposed to threatened, offenders rather than
victims, and fearless instead of fearful (Pain, 2003).
As Koskela (1997) argues, fear can reflect power rela-
tions in society as a product of systematic structural vio-
lence. This fear should not be primarily interpreted as a
result of factual crime but as an indicator of the power
relations in which young street dwellers are embedded.
Discursive exclusion is intrinsically linked with spatial
exclusion, justifying and reinforcing each other (Sibley,
1995). By being constructed as a threat, marginalised
young men regularly experience exclusion from both so-
cial life and urban space (Pain, 2001). Social inclusion
and exclusion can therefore be understood in terms of
(im)mobility, as social inclusion is a matter of overcom-
ing spatial constraints to gain access to desired places,
related to work, leisure, and social life (Cass, Shove, &
Urry, 2005). For homeless populations—who rely on pub-
lic spaces to conduct essential aspects of their private
lives—this access is even more crucial.
In response to the fear of crime and as a process of
‘othering’, society seeks to regulate public space (Koskela,
2009) through criminal justice and community safety
policies, such as legal prohibitions of ‘loitering’, discrim-
inatory policing, and the privatisation of public space
with private security forces and close circuit television
(Caldeira, 2000; Valentine, Skelton, & Chambers, 1998).
Young people who domesticate public space are often
met with extreme forms of sanctioning, ranging from ar-
rests and deportation to torture and extermination (Pain
& Francis, 2004; Ruddick, 1998; Ursin, 2012; van Blerk,
2013). Although such sanctions aim to improve the safety
of somegroups at the expense of others, theymoreoften
generate cumulative fear, distrust, isolation, social exclu-
sion, and further marginalisation (Davis in Pain, 2001;
Koskela, 2009; Ursin, 2012).
3. Longitudinal Research in a Street Ambience
Reviewing literature from the global North, Pain (2000)
found that young homeless men are commonly defined
as ‘hard-to-reach’ and regularly excluded from research
on social relations in urban space, thus we know little
about their experiences. To redress this, I draw on a
longitudinal and ethnographic study, stretching over a
decade, following the same group of boys originally in-
habiting one specific neighbourhood in their transitions
into adulthood. The study has a multi-method design,
including participant observation, narrative interviews
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with young street dwellers, and semi-structured inter-
views with middle class residents, businesses, and po-
lice officers. Repetitive participant observation was em-
ployed, including participation in everyday life and in-
depth informal social interaction with the young people
on the street, pursuing “an intimate familiarity with the
‘world of the other’, through getting close to the dilem-
mas, frustrations, routines, relationships, and risks that
are a part of everyday life” (Grills, 1998, p. 4). This meant
earning the young men’s trust and experiencing their ev-
eryday routines of eating, sleeping, ‘chasingmoney’ (cor-
rer atras), using drugs, and hanging out. In so doing, I
alsomanaged tomap interactional patterns between the
street population and other users of public space.
Jackson (2002) claims that the voices of marginal
groups tend to be silenced—denied public recognition—
despite their potential to enlighten new perspectives. In
order to explore dimensions of social inclusion and ex-
clusion from the ‘bottom-up’, I conducted narrative in-
terviews with 14 key participants, whereof 10 engaged
in two to three rounds of interviews, depending of their
accessibility. The key participants were between 12 and
24 years old at the start of the study. All interviews were
carried out in private at hours and in places the partici-
pants recommended, and they were given pseudonyms
to protect their identities.
I also conducted interviews with middle class res-
idents, businesses, and the police living and/or work-
ing in the chosen neighbourhood. This includes struc-
tured andopen-ended interviewswith 20 residents, both
male and female, ranging from youth to elderly, includ-
ing both users and non-users of public space; eight own-
ers of shops, restaurants, and hotels in the neighbour-
hood; and the head of the neighbourhood association.
In addition, I used the local newspaper as a source to in-
crease my understanding of residents’ and businessper-
sons’ relation to public space, since letters to the edi-
tor frequently addressed neighbourhood concerns. I also
carried out eight interviews with patrolling police offi-
cers (see Ursin, 2013, for a more detailed explanation on
methodological and ethical issues related to the study).
4. Social Inequality and Street Populations in Brazil
In order to understand street populations in urban Brazil,
it is necessary to trace the historical roots of contempo-
rary social relations and the spatial segregation of Por-
tuguese colonial rule and slavery in which the situation
of homeless people is embedded. Slavery was abolished
in 1888, but Brazil failed to integrate the freed into edu-
cational and labour institutions (Risério, 2004). This re-
sulted in an escalation of young vagrants surviving on
intermittent odd jobs in the growing urban centres in
the late 19th century and onwards (Fraga Filho, 1994).
Post-colonial and post-slavery politics preserved social in-
equalities, and Brazil continued to be highly divided into
hierarchical groups, situating poor, dark-skinned manual
labours at the bottom of the social strata (Borges, 1992).
The European-descendent elite perceived the social
mixture in the growing metropolitan areas as threat-
ening, bringing together “an unknown and frighten-
ing demographic mixture…Amid the ostentatious dis-
play of wealth could be found all manner of people
loitering about: impoverished workers, vagabonds, beg-
gars, ruffians, prostitutes, and street urchins” (Rizzini,
2002, p. 167). Worrying about decline of urban cen-
tres, poor people’s access to city centres was increas-
ingly restricted, including through arrest orders of va-
grants (Caldeira, 2000; Sangodeyi-Dabrowski, 2003). This
criminalisation of the poor has marked the state’s re-
sponse to social problems throughout history (Fernan-
des, 2013). Fuelled by gentrification processes (Vaz,
1994) but also post-industrialization, ruralmigration, and
rapid urbanization (Kenny, 2007), deprived neighbour-
hoods expanded in urban peripheries throughout the
last century.
These neighbourhoods—today renowned as fave-
las—continue to expand. Wooden shacks and muddy
paths have been replaced by brick houses, asphalted
streets, and cemented alleys, and water, sewage, elec-
tricity, and public transportation have become easier
accessible. In addition to poverty, drug cartels have a
strong foothold inmanyof these communities,which has
resulted in an alarming rate of crime, drug trafficking,
and violence (Lyra, 2013; Fernandes, 2013). The coun-
try experienced a decrease in the number of families
living below the poverty line during the leftist govern-
ment of President Lula da Silva (2003–2011), but is cur-
rently struggling with an economic crisis and corruption
scandals. School enrolment among poor children and
youth has drastically increased (Bush&Rizzini, 2011), but
the public educational system is characterized by over-
crowded classes, lack of resources, poorly remunerated
teachers, and frequent strikes (Kenny, 2007).
The formal labourmarket has increased expectations
in regards to educational qualifications, often demand-
ing a minimum of completed high school (Menezes-Filho
& Scorzafave, 2009). This has led to extreme competi-
tion for job positions that require low educational lev-
els (Barker, 2005) and an increased unemployment rate
among poor youth. A quantitative study in a favela in
Northeast Brazil revealed that by the age of 18, nearly
half of the residents were neither in school nor at work
(Cardoso & Verner, 2006). Livelihood possibilities are
not neutral, but engender processes of inclusion and ex-
clusion, and bureaucracy, corruption, and nepotism are
common obstacles for poor young Brazilians who seek
formal employment (Hecht, 1998). Many favelado youth
depend on self-employment and livelihood opportuni-
ties in the informal sector (Menezes-Filho & Scorzafave,
2009). As competition is high and purchasing power is
low in their communities, many descend to wealthier ar-
eas in the city in search of income-generating opportuni-
ties (Kenny, 2007). One such area is the neighbourhood
inwhich this study took place, where thematerial wealth
of itsmiddle class residents, businesses, and tourists gen-
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erates legal as well as illegal livelihood opportunities for
the homeless population (Ursin & Abebe, 2016). How-
ever, as Gough and Franch (2005) suggest, understand-
ing the movements of young people is important to com-
prehend the meanings young people ascribe to urban
space, the possibilities these spaces open up, and the
multiple layers of social inclusion and exclusion, which
will be further explored in the following sections.
5. Creating Social Boundaries Through Processes of
‘Othering’
The site of this study—the neighbourhood of Barra—is a
reference place (Jakle, Brunn, & Roseman, 1976, p. 51),
with strong symbolic value for both its middle class res-
idents and the tourism industry. It is presented as a ho-
mogenous, clean, safe, and modern space. As places are
stereotyped not only by the characteristics ascribed to
them but also by the kinds of people found in them
(Jakle et al., 1976), the presence of poor boys and young
men working and living on the streets threatens the so-
cial status of the residents and contributes to an impres-
sion of ‘social decay’ (Caldeira, 2000, p. 32). One male
resident (31-year-old) argued that the street population
causes discomfort as it makes “the social difference vis-
ible. When you go out with your car, you don’t want to
see horrible things”. This reveals an ‘out-of-sight, out-of-
mind’ mentality (see Swanson, 2007), emphasising the
‘out-of-place-ness’ as problematic instead of focusing on
the root causes of homelessness—deep-seated poverty
and socio-economic inequality. Entrepreneurs in tourism
were often preoccupiedwith the foreigners’ reactions, as
one male hotel owner (33-year-old) explained:
“I felt embarrassed the other day when a tourist left
the hotel and saw all the kids sleeping [on the pave-
ment outside]. I called and complained to Bahiatursa
[tourist department]. How can they let this happen?”
The presence of street workers was perceived as destruc-
tive to tourism, as a letter to the editor of the local news-
paper demonstrates:
“It’s incredible what the government allows to hap-
pen at one of the postcard images of Salvador: The
lighthouse of Barra. We only see street vendors with
their cool boxes…A great filth is spread throughout
Barra, without anyone to inspect it or a minimum of
civilization. It is impossible for Salvador to continue to
be somessy, filthy, causing an awful impression on the
tourists who fill the city” (A Tarde, 1 January 2009).
The letter reduces poor people’s livelihoods into ‘filth’
and labels street vendors as dirty and uncivilised, and
eliminates poor people from the status of the neighbour-
hood as a global tourist destination. It also shows an ar-
gumentation for state regulation and a displacement of
the poor from their means of survival. This resembles
the ways in which revanchist urban policies not only le-
gitimised but also exacerbated existing socio-spatial di-
vides in Ecuador, erasing spaces for the poor andworking
class while creating spaces for tourists (Swanson, 2007).
As Swanson argues, while focusing on urban revitalisa-
tion to exhibit success as modern metropolises, these
policies reframe persistent social problems as an issue
of socio-spatial characteristics of a particular place. The
street dwellers were aware of the desire to homogenise
the neighbourhood, as a young man (20-year-old) said:
“There are residents who want to preserve Porto
da Barra. They think about removing the street
youth, making it into a world for themselves and the
tourists”.
Residents’ and businesses’ perception of the young and
poor as ‘out of place’ buttresses on processes of ‘other-
ing’, defining who belongs and who doesn’t. As exclusion
is “not about gradations of inequality, but about mecha-
nisms that act to detach groups of people from the social
mainstream” (Giddens, 1998, p. 104), residents and busi-
ness owners continuously define and re-define the street
population. This process of discursive social exclusion in-
volves a “projection of one’s own values and expecta-
tions onto the environing world” (Rapport & Overing,
2000, p. 343). Rather than to describe and understand
reality, they elaborate prejudices and eliminate ambigu-
ities (Caldeira, 2000), attributing undesirable character-
istics to the poor—boys and young men in particular—
to emphasise distance and difference between ‘us’ and
‘them’. This process of ‘othering’ is embedded in two not
mutually exclusive discourses of hygiene and urban dan-
ger as captured in the words of the president of the Resi-
dents Association when defending actions to reduce the
presence of street dwellers and vendors: “We have to
defend our rights to the politicians, in terms of security
and sanitation”.
As seen above, hygienist semantics were used to ar-
gue for the purification and beautification of urban space
for the sake of tourism, describing street vendors as ‘filth’.
This perception was not restricted to vendors but ex-
tended to poor people in general. Many people from sur-
rounding favelas visit this neighbourhood during week-
ends, enjoying the beach, play areas, and increasingly
also the shopping centres. The president of the Resi-
dents Association complained about this; “On Sundays
at the lighthouse, when children are playing, even the
poor ones come, all dirty”, continuing; “They pollute the
beach. They do the necessary in the water”. Thus people
from the lower social strata were perceived as a pollut-
ing presence in the cityscape. The homeless population
was described in even more negative terms by a male
resident (25-years-old): “They incommode the tourists.
They are dirty, stinking, begging, robbing”. A female res-
ident (31-year-old) complained: “the aesthetics of the
neighbourhood as well, it gets ugly. [The homeless] dirty
the street, litter, faeces, urine”. The problem is not de-
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fined as the lack of public facilities for street dwellers
and other visitors but rather how the poor contaminate
the neighbourhood. Themajority of the young homeless
men were highly aware of the hygienist discourse, dis-
closing that others perceived them as germs—invading,
infectious, causing diseases. This resembles the hygien-
ist discourse that had great symbolic and political signifi-
cance during the gentrification process of urban space in
the late 1800s and early 1900s (Fraga Filho, 1994; Rizzini,
2002; Vaz, 1994)where poor housing complexes in down-
town areas in Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo were per-
ceived as “cooking pots for the germs of yellow fever”
(Chalhoub, 1993, p. 456). The rhetorics of modernisation
and urban planning echoed quests of order, sanitation,
and discipline, purifying urban space. As Sibley (1995)
argues, disease metaphors are common to exclusionary
mechanisms since the ‘diseased other’ defines normal-
ity and stability. The hygienist discourse reveals a preoc-
cupation with aesthetics based on a narrow and elitist
ideal of urban space. Moreover, it also appeals to and
further incites sentiments of fear with references to bac-
teria, disease, and pollution.
Patrolling police in Barra also drew on hygienist se-
mantics, referring to their occasional sweeping of home-
less of the street (further explained below) as ‘Barra
limpa’, a clean Barra. By labelling someone as unclean,
as imperfect members of a group, they are rendered dis-
crepant and polluting (Douglas, 2002), not only in a lit-
eral sense but also in a symbolic sense, urging for so-
cial as well as spatial replacement. As Douglas asserts:
“Dirt offends against order. Eliminating it is not a negative
movement, but a positive effort to organize the environ-
ment” (p. 2). As one young street dweller (20-year-old)
explained:
“The residents want to chase us out of here because
they’ve got education, right?Many have an education,
it’s easier to earn money, and they will have more if
we aren’t around. That’s why they say they want a
clean Barra with Pit Bull hearts”.
The sanitation of space is thus perceived as encourag-
ing spatial order—avoiding pollution and littering—as
well as social order, preserving social homogeneity. Yet
there is also a dimension of morality entwined in the
hygienist discourse, where middle class residents and
businesspeople often described the poor as lacking ed-
ucação (education)—a male resident (65-year-old) ex-
plained; “On Saturdays and Sundays less educated peo-
ple come here and litter”. ‘Educated’ is used as synony-
mous with the middle and upper class who are morally
superior as they do not litter but take care of the environ-
ment. The Brazilian term—eduçacão—is broader than
the English understanding of the word education, mean-
ing not only to be knowledgeable and have graduated
but also to bewell-mannered and civilized, which reveals
colonial rhetorics of certain groups as ignorant and unciv-
ilized (Sibley, 1995).
Fear and morality are also vital components in the
urban danger discourse that ‘other’ the poor, especially
adolescent boys and young men as non-conforming and
malignant. A police officer described the vital differences
between rich and poor boys as following:
“A child on the street is completely different. He has a
profile marked by evil, a bad person, do you under-
stand? We know that at whatever moment he may
have reactions, even of a crime of death. It’s different
with...the son of a rich person because we know he
has education”.
Likewise, a female resident (27-year-old) explained: “I
would like to help them [street kids], let them live in my
home, but I can’t because theymight kill you afterwards”.
This shows how young homeless men are seen as irra-
tional, unpredictable, anti-social, and dangerous. Once
again, the issue of education—or more precisely of be-
ing civilised—is accentuated. As Caldeira (2000) notes in
her urban ethnography of São Paulo, poor ‘others’ are
believed to be more vulnerable to crime and evil as they
are closer to nature and irrationality. Hegemonic percep-
tions of poverty and crime amalgamate in Brazil as ur-
ban elites criminalize poverty by associating it with street
crime and violence (Reis, 2005). Illustratively, the expres-
sionmarginal—marginalized—signifies both being ‘poor-
est of the poor’ and an ‘outlaw’ (Perlman, 2009, p. 157).
The criminalization of homelessnesswas reported by sev-
eral young street dwellers, describing false accusations
of theft and police punishment. The president of the Res-
idents Association complained that the neighbourhood
“has turned into hell. Even the car minders are thieves,
they threaten to earn money, saying that they will slash
your wheel”. In criminalising the livelihoods of the poor,
assimilating marginais, workers, and criminals, the en-
forcement of the class order and public order aremerged
(Da Matta, 1991).
Residents and business owners use their socio-
political and economic superiority to establish young
men as the society’s ‘other’ and to ensure that stereo-
types are generally accepted. In this way they legitimise
the expulsion of the poor and the homeless and assert
their ‘rightful’ belonging to the neighbourhood. Besides
frequent meetings with local politicians, they talk to edi-
tors of local newspapers, expressing their concern of the
presence of homeless. The president of the Residents As-
sociation was regularly in touch with the media, some-
times resulting in front-page stories such as ‘The heavy
Barra’ (Tribunal da Bahia, 31May 2005), accompanied by
an illustration of two dark-skinned hands pointing guns
towards the local light house, with the heading: “Pros-
titution, drugs and robberies are constant partners in a
neighbourhood that used to belong to the bourgeoisie”.
On a discursive level, talks of urban danger and ‘riskman-
agement’ function as a primarymechanism of social con-
trol, excluding unwelcome people and behaviours (Fis-
cher & Poland, 1998).
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While discussing society’s perception of young street
dwellers, it became obvious that they are not only aware
of their marginal status but also link it to distant social
relations. One of the older men (27-year-old) living on
the street reasoned: “The part of society which doesn’t
know me, perceive me as a marginal. I only stop being
a marginal when they get to know me and see that I’m
nothing like what they imagined”. His street companion
(27-year-old) expressed a similar view:
“Because they [the residents] don’twant to knowhow
street youth feel; what the reason behind this is, being
like this; why they are going through this; what kind
of difficulties they encounter. No, they don’t want to
know, they only want to know what they see with
their eyes…They only stay at home, that’s why they
get this ‘trauma’”.
By trauma, he is referring to the misconception of the
street population as dangerous and the fear it causes. An-
other young man (20-year-old) described how the police
sometimes would warn passers-by, saying that he was
dangerous, lamenting: “The residents hear this from the
police hence many draw their conclusions about me, to-
tally different fromwho I am”. When their life stories are
reduced into ‘a societal risk’, exclusionary and discrimina-
tory actions are stimulated and justified (Barker, 2005).
The social and spatial distance and distancing re-
duce possibilities of public encounters of heterogeneous
groups, facilitating a lack of knowledge about ‘the other’.
Goldsmith’s (2000) description of North American white
middle class citizens is transferable to urban Brazil—they
grow up in isolation, separated from others, and de-
velop attitudes and behaviours towards African Ameri-
cans that are based on simplified myths of difference,
danger, and hostility rather than positive interaction.
Todorov’s (1992) description of the colonizer’s relation
to the ‘other’ along three axes—value judgement, rap-
prochement, and knowledge—helps understand middle
class residents’ and entrepreneurs’ relation to the young
street population. The moral condemnation (embedded
in discourses of hygiene and danger) is allowed and
sustained by distancing, which again creates and main-
tains ignorance, and which permits the continuance of
the discourses of hygiene and urban danger. The three
axes are interconnected, enabling and reinforcing each
other, and maintaining a status quo of social relations in
public space.
6. Creating, Maintaining, and Reinforcing Spatial
Boundaries
Despite their superior position and their successful pro-
cesses of ‘othering’, arguing for the expulsion of the poor
and homeless in the neighbourhood, a strong sense of
anxiety was observed among many residents and busi-
ness owners. The president of the Residents Association
was particularly explicit. She emphasized the preoccupa-
tion of vanishing boundaries between the worlds of the
elite and the masses, stating that “Barra has turned into
the periphery”. When elaborating, she explained: “To-
day poor people buy clothes in cheap shops that sell
clothes similar to ours. They enter [into shopping cen-
tres] with tennis shoes, caps, and everything, looking like
a resident, and steal everything”. This reveals the appre-
hension and insecurity generated by social encounters
between diverse groups (Wilton, 1998). Residents and
businesspeople feel a continuous need to create, main-
tain, and reinforce social as well as spatial boundaries be-
tween them and the ‘others’. In excluding the poor and
the homeless from the neighbourhood, they draw on
their economic resources and socio-political influence.
They were fighting a losing battle in restricting the ac-
cess of the poor to the neighbourhood through trying to
persuade politicians to stop direct bus routes from the
suburban favelas, as the president of the Residents Asso-
ciation explained:
“The city council said that they would only have buses
from the suburbs to Lapa [the central bus station], not
directly to Barra, but after the carnival he said that
Lapa was nearly falling apart. They lied to gain votes.
And then put up busses from far away to here”.
If they had succeeded, favelado commuters would have
had to pay two bus fares, which is a prohibitive cost for
people with minimum wages.
A more successful approach is a costly investment in
architectural measures to demarcate spatial boundaries,
such as speared iron fences, broken glass cemented in
the walls, electric gates and video cameras to create pri-
vate and semi-private enclaves. As Caldeira (2000; see
also Fischer & Poland, 1998) writes about insular upper
class spaces in São Paulo:
“These are privatized, enclosed, and monitored
spaces of residence, consumption, leisure, and work.
Their central justification is the fear of violent crime.
They appeal to those who are abandoning the tradi-
tional public sphere of the streets to the poor, the
marginalized, and the homeless” (p. 213).
Street dwellers often appropriate the interfaces between
private and public spheres for sleeping, such as veran-
das, staircases, backyards, and garages, but such spaces
are increasingly being fenced off. This not only reinforces
boundaries but also makes urban space uninviting and
less habitable for the homeless.
The city council also tried tomakeBarra less attractive
for the street population. The decision to remove public
benches some years ago was triggered by the presence
of street youth. One street dweller (20-year-old) said:
“They removed them because there were many
homeless, many street dwellers there, sleeping…And
that square had to be conserved to not disrespect the
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people who wanted to stroll there and couldn’t be-
cause there were many homeless there, a lot of filth”.
The municipality renovated great parts of the neighbour-
hood in recent years, including the main boulevard and
many of the squares. When discussing these changes
with one of the street dwellers (27-year-old) during the
last fieldwork, some of the negative consequences be-
came evident, including a reduced sense of belonging in
the neighbourhood:
“You know how we used to say that Barra was of the
street people, do you remember? Today it isn’t for the
street people anymore. Today Barra is for the citizen,
for those who have a business, a house, a home…”
He continued, elaborating on how they had lost pub-
lic space to ‘citizens’, having fewer places to hang out
due to restaurants’ furnishing of the pavements, cover-
ing pavements with chairs, tables, and paying customers.
As part of the revitalising of the neighbourhood, surveil-
lance cameras were installed on street corners. This was
particularly dreaded among the homeless population, as
explained by a street dweller (27-year-old):
“They took away the privacy of the homeless. There
isn’t any privacy anymore…because they put up more
security for the population, it has becomemore trans-
parent. It has become more difficult for the street
kids”.
The transparency and the feeling of being ‘watched’ in-
vaded their ‘private’ sphere, as the homeless tend to
privatise and domesticate public space by sleeping, eat-
ing, and bathing. Furthermore, he explained that it also
impeded doing drugs, having sex, and committing petty
theft. Another vital change was the privatization of car
parking. To mind parked cars is one of the most lucrative
legal livelihoods in the city centre for street dwellers, as
it does not require any equipment and has a steady flux
of clients. However, during the renovation some of the
streets were turned into pedestrian precincts while park-
ing was prohibited in others, encouraging drivers to park
their cars in designated, private parking lots. As a result,
several young men who had worked in Barra since child-
hood lost their main source of income.
Surveillance cameras are not the only security mea-
sure comforting themiddle class residents and local busi-
ness owners. They also invest large sums on private
security forces to watch entrances and patrol streets.
Rigid rules are instituted, for instance making the wear-
ing of shoes obligatory and forbidding street vendors
or street people from entering. One of the older street
dwellers (35-year-old), interviewed in the last fieldwork,
said that:
“It has gone from bad to worse. Everyone discrimi-
nates thosewho live on the street, thinking that every-
one who lives on the street is a thief. One cannot en-
ter a super market because everyone is looking. The
guards call the police to beat us. Often the guards,
whenweenter the supermarket to beg for something,
likemilk or something like that, the security guard hits
us, pushes us, kicks us, pushing us out like we’re dogs”.
This reveals how transgressing visible and invisible
boundaries ismetwith harsh sanctions.Many apartment
buildings and business enterprises also pay the local po-
lice patrols regularly, establishing strong loyalty commit-
ments. A male street dweller (27-year-old) reasoned:
“If you own an apartment, an apartment building,
you don’t want anyone to bother your clients so they
leave, right? If it’s the homeless who are disturbing
them, what you do is pay the police to remove them,
right?”
Another street dweller (24-year-old) explained that the
police leave themalone if the residents approve but shoo
them away if there are complaints. This reveals that even
though the harshest exclusionary mechanism is often ex-
ecuted by the police, it is incited by the attitudes of resi-
dents and business owners.
The police do not only defend the boundaries of semi-
private and private space, but also seek to regulate and
homogenize public space, pushing ‘others’ back to the
geographical aswell as social periphery. They decidewho
will have access to the neighbourhood through a “suc-
cession of little rituals of identification and humiliation”
(Caldeira, 2000, p. 314). A police officer described how
they decide who to approach; “Those who wear Mor-
maii, Cyclone, and Kenner [brands of clothes and san-
dals]. Bermuda shorts, big t-shirt, caps are characteris-
tics of those who don’t want to work, so we body search
them”. The style described, however, is one of the most
common styles for poor youth in general, legitimizing
everyday practices of discrimination and degradation of
both street and favelado youth. The police draw on both
the hygienist and urban danger discourse when explain-
ing why certain groups need to be removed from the
neighbourhood:
“When we appear, the neguinhos [small negros] all
tremble. This place is for the tourists, right? And for
the residents as well, the majority middle class. We
act to guarantee the security of these people. Street
youth and prostitutes need to feel fear...Hence our
work is to clean this area, removing these people”.
The police frequently carried out operations to deport
poor young people to the outskirts of the city (see
also Ursin, 2012), as one of the more seasoned street
dwellers (35-year-old) described:
“You can’t sleep on the street at night anymore be-
cause there are cars patrolling. If they catch you sleep-
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ing…they put you in the trunk of the car, take you to
a deserted place and beat you”.
Violence is also employed as a preventive strategy, as a
police officer related: “[W]e beat the children and the
adolescents to see if they give up hanging around here
and return to the periphery”. According to Wacquant
(2003), Brazilian police employ a ‘zero tolerance’ ap-
proach, which has proved beneficial in furthering politi-
cians’ and police forces’ commitment to the elimina-
tion of street crime yet is inefficient in combating ac-
tual crime. Yet, brutal—and sometimes lethal—police vi-
olence targets poor, young men as they are perceived to
be the main source of deviance and violence (Caldeira,
2000; Ursin, 2012). Given the hostility of the discursive
aswell as the spatial exclusionarymechanisms the young
people on the street encounter, it may be difficult to un-
derstandwhymany of them chose to remain in the neigh-
bourhood. In the last part of the article, the subtler acts
of inclusion will be explored.
7. Subtle Acts of Social Inclusion in Everyday
Encounters
Despite many exclusionary mechanisms, there are also
parallel interactional patterns, which Young (2003) de-
fined as socio-spatial acceptance of street youth, namely
‘coexistence’ and ‘incorporation’. As Hall (2005, p. 18)
suggests, “far from being absolute positions, social in-
clusion and exclusion are fragmentary and relational,
‘entangled’ within each other in particular ways and in
particular contexts”. Basically, these acts facilitate sur-
vival on the street, making it easier to stay. Most impor-
tantly, as mentioned above, city centres provide liveli-
hood opportunities that are not available in the favelas.
This is often enabled by supportive social networks of
mainstream citizens, also called fregueses, as a young
street dweller (24-year-old) stated; “I have a lot of friend-
ships there [on the street], who always wanted my best,
gaveme an opportunity” (see also Conticini, 2005; Hecht,
1998). The majority of the homeless in this study en-
gaged in intermittent informal jobs, such as minding
cars and running errands, depending on trusting social
bonds—although atypical—with residents and business-
people (Ursin, 2012). Some were also offered more sta-
ble work at hotdog stands, beach barracks, and kiosks.
Thus despite experiencing social exclusion, their jobs
were often more profitable than those available in the
favelas, emphasizing how spatiality shapes livelihood
possibilities and homeless experiences of the youngmen
(Ursin & Abebe, 2016).
As argued elsewhere, many of the street dwellers
have lived in Barra since childhood and developed strong
feelings of belonging, partly connected to their social re-
lations with residents and business owners (Ursin, 2011).
One youngman described his relationship with residents
as follows: “Themajority is peoplewho likeme and don’t
speak badly about me, most of them. When I stay here
[atmy fixed spot] I feel at ease”. A street dweller (27-year-
old) who had injured his foot described how he survived
on the street:
“I get by due to my friendships….‘I’m hungry, can
you get some food for me?’ Business owners, the lo-
cal residents who know me since childhood. ‘Damn,
you know I don’t like to bother people, but I need
medicine’. One refuses, another gives. One refuses to-
day but gives tomorrow”.
Although there was never a guarantee of receiving help
from anyone, having fregueses conquered through years
of living on the street increases the chances of getting by.
When poverty or indifference might encumber the help
of family and friends, their extended socio-economic net-
works often work as much needed safety nets (Ursin &
Abebe, 2016).
Some of the interviewed residents and business own-
ers admitted to giving food to street dwellers, either reg-
ularly or occasionally. One of the restaurant owners (49-
year-old) explained; “If they ask for food, I give. I do
it out of pity, do you understand? Being hungry is aw-
ful”. The discourse of pity is rooted in an idea of inferi-
ority, rendering the young street dwellers as vulnerable
and helpless. However, there were other reasons to do-
nate food as well, as a female resident (38-year-old) il-
lustrated; “When they approach me, I give [food]. But
I give more out of fear than out of pity”. This reveals
the multifaceted and context-specific meaning of inclu-
sionary and exclusionary processes, where even though
the acts remain the same, the reasoning and rationale
behind them differ. As Samers (1998) underscored, the
distinction between social inclusion and exclusion is am-
biguous. Although some acts increase opportunities of
material inclusion (that is, access to food), they still but-
tress on imagined hierarchies of ‘us’ and ‘them’, regard-
less of whether the other is pitied or feared.
That said, inclusionary acts seem to extend beyond
fear in many cases. Some residents and business own-
ers develop individual and personal relationships with
street dwellers based onmutually trust (see Ursin, 2012).
These relationships facilitate the practicalities of street
life in many ways besides food and money—for example,
young menmay use outdoor taps and store their clothes
and valuables in their premises. A young man (22-year-
old) who minded cars described how he used to wash
the car of one of the residents and received a salary and
other benefits:
“I started to keep my belongings in the apartment
building of this guy, in the garage. I even had his key,
‘If you need, you enter, whatever occurs you just enter
into the garage’. I took baths there, changed clothes”.
The motivation behind letting him use the garage might
be of both altruism and self-interest as the street dweller
washed his car weekly, but either way it contains a di-
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mension of social inclusion. A female resident (25-year-
old) explained that she purposefully said ‘good evening’
to street youth hanging out in a small square close to her
apartment building when she moved into the neighbour-
hood, hoping to ensure protection from street crime.
Once again, inclusionary acts might be triggered by self-
interest, such as cheap labour and safety, rather than
based on ideas of equity, equality, and dignity.
From the point of viewof the street dwellers, their so-
cial networks with members of the middle class signified
more than ameans of survival. Being amongst ‘educated’
peoplewas appreciated, as a youngman (27-year-old) ex-
plained: “Here I have my best family; residents, employ-
ees who work here in Barra, several workers such as port
men, security guards, taxi drivers, hotel owners, beach
workers”. Many of the street dwellers expressed a sense
of ‘being seen’ by mainstream society in ways that every-
day life in the favelas did not allow. This suggests that the
subtler forms of inclusion occurring on the street do not
only have a material dimension but also a social one.
As argued elsewhere, this feeling of ‘being seen’ of-
ten enabled a strengthened notion of safety on the street
(Ursin, 2011). In fact, safety was one of the main reasons
stated for migrating to that particular neighbourhood—
an escape from domestic as well as community violence.
Several argued that because of the high density of se-
curity guards and police patrols, it was difficult to com-
mit homicide in the neighbourhood (Ursin, 2012). Many
street dwellers had become acquainted with security
guards working in residential or business premises, and
told stories of how they keep guard over them while
they sleep (Ursin, 2016) or call for help when they are
injured. Others explained that the presence of the po-
lice was comforting as this reduced the chances of be-
ing attacked (Ursin, 2011). This seems odd, considering
the brutal police strategies to push them back to the pe-
riphery. However, the relationship between the home-
less population and the police is riddled with ambiguity,
switching between protection and danger. When street
dwellers befriend security guards and sleep in vicinity
of the police, they capitalize on security measures fi-
nanced by the middle class. This is not an inclusionary
act as exclusionary discourses cause these measures in
the first place. However, it demonstrates the ambiguous
and complex character of social relations in terms of in-
clusion and exclusion.
Last but not least, these subtle acts of inclusion do
not necessarily embrace all street dwellers. Through hon-
est work, relations of inclusion and trust with the sur-
roundings emerge (Ursin, 2014). To maintain this trust
and their networks, it is crucial to avoid (visible) ille-
gal activities, especially violence and property crime
(Ursin, 2012; Ursin & Abebe, 2016). However, as demon-
strated elsewhere (Ursin, 2014), it is important to em-
phasize that there is no causal link between crime in-
volvement and social exclusion. Rather, as explored in
this article, social exclusion reinforces—and is reinforced
by—derogatory images of public discourse, reduced le-
gal livelihood possibilities, and aggressive policing, con-
tributing to further marginalization of the homeless.
8. Conclusions: Is There Such Thing as Social Inclusion
on the Street?
This study was based on a multi-method approach to ex-
plore the social relations betweenmiddle class residents,
business owners and the police on the one hand, and
poor, youngmen inhabiting the streets on the other. This
exploration of the ways in which discursive and spatial
boundaries are created and reinforced reveals a socio-
cultural time-lag when it comes to the processes of ‘oth-
ering’ the urban poor in Brazil that is rooted in colonial
and post-colonial mind-sets. This othering is embedded
in an enduring desire to impose a social as well as a ge-
ographical distance for the elite to be able to remain in
their insular worlds. The result (and perhaps a precondi-
tion) of these ‘not-in-my-backyard’ practices of exclusion
is that underlying social, economic, and political condi-
tions are ignored (Fischer & Poland, 1998) and that at-
tempts are made to displace ‘problematic’ groups such
as street vendors and homeless people.
The exclusionary discourses dominant amongmiddle
class residents, business owners, and police render the
boys and young men on the street as dirty and danger-
ous. By drawing on hygienist and urban danger seman-
tics they appeal to sentiments of fear of contamination
and street crime, and ideas of superiority in terms of
morality, rationality, and civility. Hegemonic discourse
constructs different identities as either valued or deval-
ued, yet it is naive to treat life as just a social construction.
These discourses greatly influence the ways in which the
homeless population is encountered, defined, and de-
bated, and impacts their everyday lives and livelihoods.
As Ward (2009, p. 239) reminds us; “lives are lived, expe-
rienced and enacted; people feel and respond to social
constructions, whether negative or positive”. The pro-
duction and reproduction of difference occurs through
the imposition of boundaries, which are not only so-
cial constructs of dichotomous and hierarchical relations
(‘us’ and ‘them’) but also inherently spatial, directing is-
sues of mobility, access, and expulsion. Spatial exclusion
is thus both the outcome of, and integral to the produc-
tion of, social difference (Wilton, 1998). Moreover, the
prejudice in which exclusionary discourses is embedded
is allowed and sustained by ignorance, which again is nur-
tured by the very same social and spatial distance and
distancing it creates.
Patterns that encourage inclusion of street popula-
tions are often ignored in academic literature (Young,
2003) and the dimension of social inclusion is under-
theorised in the literature on homelessness. The empir-
ical material presented in this article reveals that de-
spite harsh exclusionary mechanisms, such as stigmati-
zation, hostility, and physical abuse, there are also subtle
acts of acceptance and inclusion at the street level. This
includes, amongst other things, greetings, food, liveli-
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hood possibilities, and protection. Although hostility to-
wards homeless population deserves great attention,
there are several implications of discounting more in-
clusionary dimensions of urban life. First, it reduces the
so-called ‘mainstream’ society into homogenous popula-
tions. Second, it misrepresents social encounters across
‘us’ and ‘them’ as one-dimensional and static patterns
of interaction. Third, it creates an understanding of the
‘other’ as homogenous social groupings who are straight-
forwardly excluded from ‘the mainstream’ to marginal
spaces. Fourth, it increases incomprehension of street
youth by masking reasons and rationales for remaining
on the street.
An ethnographic approach is beneficial in the study
of homeless people as it allows a more nuanced pic-
ture of exclusion and inclusion. The empirical material
presented above reveals ambiguous patterns of social
interaction and challenges the inclusion/exclusion dual-
ism that is so present in the existing body of literature.
To further unravel the complex character of these pat-
terns, three points will be made. First, although the pro-
cesses of ‘othering’ are fundamentally hierarchical, they
may be rooted in opposing sentiments of pity and fear,
which again are interlinked through the notion of inferi-
ority. Second, both inclusionary acts—such as hand-outs
and greetings—and exclusionary acts—such as beatings
and physical removal—can be driven by exclusionary dis-
courses based on the inferiority of the ‘other’. This sug-
gests that even though acts are inclusionary they are
not necessarily based on ideas of equity, equality, and
dignity but might be inherently instrumental. Many of
these acts are vital in order to survive on the street thus
highly valued by street youth. Yet, as they are embedded
in diverging discourses of pity, fear, and pragmatism—
not necessarily that different from the discourses that
support their exclusion—it raises questions on whether
all inclusion is positive, especially if the character of it
and reason behind it might be exploitative and unequal.
Third, inclusionary and exclusionary acts are not only im-
posed on street youth, but youth also actively enact and
interpret them. For example, street youth capitalise on
security measures financed by the middle class and busi-
nesses to exclude them to be able to feel safer and more
‘at home’ in the street (see also Ursin, 2011). This not
only reveals the ambiguous and complex character of so-
cial relations in terms of inclusion and exclusion but also
suggests limitations of the concepts of social inclusion
and exclusion for being unidirectional and objectifying of
the persons involved, reducing them into mere victims.
In sum, this article demonstrates the multifaceted, inter-
twined, and contradictory character of social relations,
encouraging further investigation and theorization of ex-
clusionary as well as inclusionary mechanisms involving
street dwellers.
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